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Fast recognition of deterministic 
cfl’s with a smaller number of 
processors 
Monien. B., W. Rytter and L. Schapers. Fast recognition of deterministic CR’S with a smaller number 
of processors. Theoretical Computer Science I I6 ( 1993) 42 l-429. 
The number of processors needed to recognize deterministic cfl’s in logarithmic time on a CREW 
PRAM is reduced to n*+’ for arbitrarily small O<r:< I. A simplified version of the Klein-Reif 
algorithm is also presented. 
1. Introduction 
We refer the reader to [I, 31 for definitions of deterministic context-free languages 
(dcfl’s) and deterministic pushdown automata (dpda’s). Let A be a given dpda and 
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U’ = ui u2,. . ., u, be an input word. Let L = L(A) be the language accepted by A. The 
recognition problem is to check the membership WEL. The length n of \I’ is the size of 
the problem. Klein and Reif [9] have presented for this problem a log n time parallel 
algorithm using tt3 processors. Their algorithm is hard to understand; the proof of its 
correctness took [9] about 12 pages. We have a simpler structure and are therefore 
able to make an improvement. We modify their algorithm, give a simpler version and 
reduce the number of processors to I?+~. 
When the number of processors was reduced [4, 5, S] to n*, the time increased to 
log* n. By a fast recognition we mean logarithmic time recognition. Our model of 
parallel computations is a CREW PRAM (see for example [7] or [6] for the 
definition). 
A surface configuration of a dpda A is a triple (s, i,Z), where s is a state, i 
is a position in the input text MI and Z is a top element of the stack. The set of 
surface configurations is denoted by K. If .Y=(.s, i,Z) then denote pos(.x)= i. 
Assume for simplicity that each pop or push move of A involves exactly one 
stack symbol, and in each push move the position i increases by 1. An endmarker 
can be added to the input word and it can be assumed that the automaton 
accepts with the accepting state and simultaneously one-element stack. The surface 
configuration is called pop (push) if A makes in this configuration a pop (push) 
move. Next we transform the dpda and can assume, although it is beyond the 
definition of the usual dpda, that surface configurations are pushed on the stack 
instead of single elements Z of the stack alphabet. The elements of the stack are 
surface configurations and we refer to them as e1emrnt.s. Now the stack contains the 
full information about the whole instantaneous description of A (see [l]) in a given 
moment of the computation. In the final algorithm we keep the stacks in tables, and 
the extended information corresponding to elements of the stack will be very useful in 
the reduction of processors. The explicit stacks are not needed in the next section in 
the computation with a cubic number of processors. However, these stacks are needed 
in the last section. 
The terminator of the element x is a pop element y such that the stack consisting 
of a single element y follows (after some number of steps of the dpda) the stack 
consisting of the single element X. The terminator _r “terminates” the subcomputation 
started with X. This corresponds to the returned value of the recursive procedure. We 
refer [l] for a more detailed discussion on surface configurations and their 
terminators. 
The interval [(i- 1)2k+ l,..., i2k] is called the ith k-interval. An element x is in 
a given k-interval iff pos(.x) is in this k-interval. Assume that n is a power of two, then 
all k-intervals considered are assumed to be contained in [I ,...,!I]. The idea of the 
k-interval does not appear in the Klein-Reif algorithm, which is using 
the “dubbling” technique in a different way. The k-intervals appear implicitly [2] in 
the time-space efficient simulation of dpda’s. An element Y is said to be k-active iff its 
terminator is not in the same k-interval as .Y. In other words, an element .Y is k-active iff 
the computation started at .Y continues in the next k-interval (i.e. it is long enough). 
2. An algorithm with a cubic number of processors 
The Klein-Reif algorithm is very complicated, and one of its consequences is 
a time-space efficient simulation of the dpda’s (see [lo]). Hence, it implies the deep 
result obtained by a complicated construction [2]. One cannot expect a trivial 
version. We hope that our version of the Klein-Reif algorithm is simpler, and in 
particular that its correctness is easier to understand. An important point is that due 
to the simpler structure, it is easier to make and present any future improvements. 
The crucial idea in the algorithm is to compute in the kth stage for each k-active 
element .Y the contents of the first stack following (after some number of steps) the 
element .Y (treated as a one-element stack) in the next k-interval (Fig. 1). This stack is 
named stack,(_u). Its top element Y’ is denoted by nextk(.u). The terminators for all 
elements which are not k-active are computed before the kth stage. The explicit 
maintenance of the stack is one of the differences of our algorithm compared with that 
of Klein and Reif. Another difference is the use of k-intervals (which do not appear in 
[9]). However, k-intervals seem to be useful only for one-way deterministic pushdown 
utomata. We do not know how to extend our algorithm in a simple way to simulate 
polynomial time two-way deterministic pushdown automata, although this is no 
problem in the case of the Klein-Reif algorithm. 
An auxiliary table POP,(.u, y, 11) is needed in order to compute next,, 1(x) efficiently. 
Let stack&, y, h) be the stack consisting of the bottom h elements of stack,(x) with the 
top element replaced by y. Assume that Y is k-active. The value of POP,(.u, y, h) is the 
information how much stack&, y, h) is popped in the kth interval of the element J 
(see Fig. 1). Formally it is the pair (z, II’). where z is the top of the lowest stack S in the 
kth interval of y following stackk(u, y, h) and h’ is the height of this stack S. 
Every (k + I)-interval contains two k-intervals. 
Observe that if .Y is in the second k-interval of its (k+ I)-interval, then 
next, + l(.u) = next,+(.u) and stack&) is also not changed. Similarly, if y is in the second 
k-interval of its (k+ I)-interval then POP k + 1 (s, y, 11) = POP,(.u, y, h). Hence, whenever 
we update tables next and POP we consider only those elements .Y, y for which these 
Fig. I. The stacks related to li-active element s: stack(.u) and stack(\-, y. /I). (-_, /I’) = POP(\-. J, /I) is the lowest 
element in the computation of A in the same k-interval as y which starts with stack(z,?_h). The contents of 
the last stack below : can be empty and : can be a pop element. 
updates are necessary (for those which are in the first k-interval of their (li + 1)- 
interval). The algorithm has the following global structure. 
Algorithm (a version of the Klein-Reif parallel simulation of the dpda) 
initialization: for each x, YE K and II< 2 do in parallel compute next,,(u), POPO(.u, _v, II); 
iteration: for k:=O to log(n)- 1 do 
for each x, J’E K, h ,( n do in parallel 
begin 
(I) compute nextk+ r(.~), and stack,+ ,(.Y) according to Fig. 2; 
(z, h’):= POPk(x, nextk(_u), h), where h = height (stack,(x)) 
nextk+ t(.x):=next,(~); stack k+ 1 (.Y) is the composition of stacks 
C and A; 
end; 
end. 
(II) compute POPk+ 1(.~, y, 11) according to Fig. 4; the implementation 
of this step is described later 
A doubling technique is used in the algorithm. In the next stage subintervals are 
considered whose size is twice as big. For k = log n the final element and the final state 
of the automaton are obtained from the value of next loe(n~(.~O)r where .Y,, is the initial 
surface configuration of the dpda. The operations nextk and POPk can be treated as 
generalized push and pop moves. They push/pop the stack by bigger and bigger 
portions. In the algorithm we also compute stack,(.y), represented as a table, for 
each s. 
stackk(x) of height h nextk + , (x) = nextk (2) 
(k + I)-interval of x 
stack,(z) 
stack, + , o() 
k-interval of x 
Fig. 2. The computation of next t+,(~). The contents of stack X+ I( \-)are the composition ofstack,(n)and the 
bottom part of h’ elements of stack*(u). 
The most difficult part of the algorithm is the implementation of the Instruction 
(II+the computation of the table POPk+ 1. First we show how to compute an 
intermediate table down,. Recall that stack k+ i(x, y, h) is the stack consisting of the 
bottom h elements of stackk+ 1 (x) with the top element replaced by y. Assume that x is 
(k+ I)-active. The value of downk(x,y,h) is of the same nature as the value of 
POPk+ i (x, y, h), but it refers to the computation in the kth interval of the element 
y with respect to stack,+,(x), while POP k+ i(x, y, h) refers to the computation in the 
(k + 1)-interval (with respect to the same stack). down,(x, y, h) =(z”, h”), where z” is the 
top of the lowest stack S in the kth interval of y following stackk+ i(.u,y, h) and h” is the 
height of S. 
In the computation of stackk+ i(x) we remember the value of h’ (see Fig. 2). Then 
down, is computed as follows (Fig. 3). 
Computation of down, : 
if h d h’ then down& y, h) = POPk(.x, y, h); 
otherwise let (z’, t) = POP,(z, y, h); 
if t > h’ then down,(x, y, h):=(z’, t) else down,(x, y, h):= POP,(.u, z’, h’). 
Using the table down, the table POPk+ 1 is computed according to Fig. 4 as follows. 
Implementation of Instruction (II) 
(zl,h2):=down,(x,y,h); yl:=nextr,(zl); (z2,h3):=POP,(zl,yl,hl), where 
hl = height of stack,(x); 
if h2<h3 then POP,+,(x,y,h):=(zl,h2) else POP k+ 1(.u, y, /I):= down,(x, z2, h2). 
We go down (using the table down,) from y, then “climb up” by next, and then go 
down again by POPk with respect to stack,(zl). Ifzl is a pop element then we go down 
again, this time by down, and with respect to stack k+l(x). In the computation of 
part of 
end of (k + I)-interval 
of x / 
Fig. 3. The computation of (z”. /I”) =down,(u,y. !-I). We “go down” as low as possible in the k-interval of 
y with respect to stackt+l(u), which is a composition of two stacks. A and C. 
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Fig. 4~1. The first case: 11 and :2 are at the same height. POP k+,(.\-,~‘,h)=z IS computed by going down in 
the k-interval of y, jumping to the next k-interval and going twice down in this k-interval 
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Fig. 4b. The second case: there is no element in the next k-interval at the same height as -1. 
POP,, ,(.~.~‘.h)=zl is computed by going down only in the k-interval of y. 
popk+ 1 we use the fact that at the beginning of the k-interval following y the whole 
stack consists of stack,(zl) of height hl and part of height h2 of stack,, r(x). 
Obviously the algorithm uses a cubic number of processors, and they correspond to 
triples (x, y, h). The height h of the stack is linearly bounded, as we assumed that in 
each push move the input position is increased. The composition of stacks A and 
C represented by arrays can be accomplished in constant time with a linear number of 
processors. This is to be done for each element .Y, and hence only a quadratic number 
of processors is needed to update arrays representing actual stacks. The memory used 
by the algorithm is of the same order as the number of processors. In the next section 
the number of processors implies a similar reduction in memory. 
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3. Reduction of the number of processors 
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In the initialization, after one move the stack has a height of 2 at the most. Hence 
a quadratic number of processors is sufficient in the initialization as well in Instruction 
(I&the computation of nextk+ r(x) and stack k+ 1 (x). However, the computation of the 
table POPk+r requires a cubic number of processors: one processor for each triple 
(x, y, II). It is enough to implement the computation of the table POPk+ 1 with a smaller 
number of processors. This reduction will be based on the following invariant of the 
algorithm (Fig. 5). This invariant does not hold for the original Klein-Reif algorithm. 
Invariant: 
if z is an element of stack,(x) then the contents of stack,(.u) 
above z (including z) equal stack,(z). 
Theorem 3.1 Let L he a deterministic 4. Then L can be accepted on a CREW PRAM 
in 0( log n) time with n2 +’ processor.s,for arbitrarily small 0 <I: < I. The space complex- 
ity is also O(n’+“). 
Proof. Let r > 1 be an integer such that I: > l/r and let Hi = jpn’“: I <p < n’). Denote by 
H the union of sets Hi over 0 <i < r - I. The integer r does not depend on n and is 
treated as a constant. Observe that H obviously satisfies the following fact. 
Claim. The size ?f‘H is O(nE) und ecery integer 0 <h <n can he represented as the sum 
qf’a constant (at most r) member of elements jrom H. 
We have that h = h, + h2 + ... + h,, where all h, are in H and t < r. Due to this claim, 
the value of z = POP,(.x, y, h) can be recovered in constant time if we know the values 
of POP,(x’, y’,h’) for all x’,J~‘EK and h’EH (Fig. 6). It is enough to know the 
decomposition of h into the sum of a constant number of elements of H. Such 
decompositions can be precomputed for each possible height h. 
stack,(z) 
l I 
next k-interval 
Fig. 5. An invariant of the algorithm--inclusion of stacks. 
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I k-interval I 
Fig. 6. The heights h,.h,,h,. h, are in If. The triples (I~. zk-, , h,) contain all necessary information, as the 
elements vk, zx_, contain the information about state. top symbol and the input head position of the dpda. 
We can then compute POPk(.u, .v, h) successively, going down by POP,(_u,, zj_, , hj), 
where hjcH. We go down until we find zj which is at level one or which is a push 
element (the computation later goes up in a given k-interval). 
Hence, in the main algorithm we have to remember only the values of 
POP,(x’, I”, h’) for 11’~ H. The instruction “for each r,~, h do in parallel” can be 
replaced by “for each Y, ~EK, hEH do in parallel”. There are only O(n2’ “‘) 
considered triples Y, y, h, and hence this number of processors is enough. Recall that 
l/r <c. This completes the proof. 7 
Remark 3.2. A polynomial time sequential simulation of the dpda was presented [2] 
in which only a partial stack of logarithmic size was kept. It seems that we could also 
keep in our algorithm such a partial stack which “approximates” the whole stack, and 
a version of the table POP only for this partial stack which “approximates” the table 
POP for the whole stack. Is it possible with such data structure to reduce the number 
of processors to n2 log n preserving logarithmic time? If we take, for example, r = log* n 
in the proof of our theorem, then we obtain a time close to logarithmic and the 
number of processors very close to quadratic, i.e. we can have time 0( log* II log n) and 
(log* II)~’ + l/‘og*n processors. 
Remark 3.3. An interesting open problem is to construct a log II time parallel algo- 
rithm for the dpda simulation which works without concurrent reads (on an EREW 
PRAM). This may be at the expense of the number of processors, although we require 
this number to be bounded by a polynomial. 
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